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         SECTION-A       

      A1. Choose the correct option  

   1) )The yellow substance inside a bird’s egg is called 

  a)albumen         b)embryo            c)yolk     

   2) )A bird that cannot fly 

  a)ostrich        b)eagle           c)sunbird 

   3) The baby frog  that comes out of an egg is called  

      a) tadpole           b)fry          c)nymph 

  4)Animals that give birth to young ones are called 

a)birds     b)insects                   c)mammals 

  5)The process by which animals produce their young ones 

a)spawn    b)reproduction        c)hatching 

 6) )The ostrich has very long and strong legs for 

a) running    b)jumping                                        c)hopping           
7) Birds that  walk over shallow water are called 

a)perching birds    b)wading birds        c)birds of prey 

  8) A bird that eats grains,nuts and seeds 

a) owl      b) hoopee                    c)sparrow    

   9) Rupee is the currency of  

a) USA      b)UK                    c)Nepal 

 



  10) A planet nearest to sun 
a)Saturn    b)Mercury        c)Earth  

  
11) )Halley’s comet is seen after every  

a)76 years  b)70 years    c)82 years 

 12) The eggs of a fish are called 

a)cocoon                  b)pupa                                  c)spawn                                   

13)A bird that has a strong ,sharp and curved beak 

a)woodpecker       b)vulture                        c)pigeon  

14)Coins are made  of  

a)paper          b)jute     c)metal        

 15)The red planet  is 

            a)Mars         b)Neptune               c)Earth 

A2. Give one word for the following 

16) An instrument that is used to see stars, planets and the moon  

17) Clear sticky liquid inside the shell 

18) Heavenly body that revolves around a planet 

19) A bird that can move the upper part of its beak 

20) Most beautiful planet because of the spectacular ring system around it 

21) Meaning of Satyamev Jayate 

22) The act of holding the branch of a tree firmly by the birds to rest or even      

        sleep 

23) Number of lions in our national emblem  

24) Currency of Dubai          

25) Nearest star to the Earth 

26) Heavenly bodies that appear as bright balls of light in the sky with a long  

        glowing tail 

27) A bird with webbed toes 

28) Father of nation 

29) We need to pay it to buy tickets 



30) Brightest and hottest planet 

 

SECTION-B 

B.     Answer the following questions briefly: 

1) How does moon shine?   

2) Name any two scratching birds. 

3) Where does the code number figure on our bank notes? 

4) Why is the Sun important for us? 

5) Name any three preying birds. 

 6) Name two birds that have long and curved beak. 

7) Define mammals. 

   SECTION-C 

C. Answer the following questions in 20-30 words: 

1) How does crocodile take care of their young ones?    

2) Why do hens use their feet to scratch the ground?     

3) How do you pay when you travel in an auto –rickshaw or a bus?  

4) Define the solar system.  

6) What makes up the universe? 

7) Why do vultures have strong and curved beaks? 

     SECTION-D 

D. Answer the following questions in 30-40 words:     

1) Draw a diagram to show the four stages in the life cycle of a butterfly. 

2) How are claws of birds useful to them? 

3) How are beaks useful to birds? 

4) Distinguish between a star and a planet.             

                                                                                                                      

        

 


